Small Teaching

A workshop for First-Year Seminar instructors led by Dr. James Lang

Small Teaching: From Minor Changes to Major Learning

Ongoing calls to revolutionize and revitalize higher education need balancing with the everyday work that many faculty do in educating their students in traditional classroom spaces or online environments. A small number of key principles from the learning sciences seem to have the power to make a substantial impact on student learning in almost any type of course, from traditional lectures to flipped classrooms. This workshop will introduce some of those principles, drawing from recent publications in the learning sciences, and focus on a small number of classroom practices that can boost learning in powerful new ways.

Small Teaching: Building Motivation, Mastery, and Mindset

This session offers practical strategies that will enable faculty tap into the deepest sources of motivation in their students, help those students take a mastery orientation toward their learning, and gain the confidence and commitment they need to tackle difficult learning challenges. Drawing from research in motivation, mastery learning, and the growth mindset, this session will introduce both small and large course design strategies that can produce powerful learning results.
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